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This guide is a private material created exclusively for 
our subscribers. It’s FREE for you, but please don’t share 
it with anyone else. 

 
Hey there! 
 
Thank you for the good feedback! Based on the emails we received, some of you 
are already banking big by optimizing websites for voice search using 
VoiceRank360. 
 
Because this software is at the forefront of voice SEO, there are multiple revenue 
opportunities available for those of you that have already got their hands on it. 
 
Although the feedback that we received on VoiceRank360 was overwhelmingly 
good, we noticed that some of you failed to fully grasp the money-making 
possibilities of the software. 
 
Most small-to-medium businesses are not even remotely invested in voice search 
optimization. With VoiceRank360, you can make money by making them aware & 
fixing the areas that need to be optimized for voice search. 
 
Even if you plan on using the software to optimize your own website for voice 
search, that doesn't stop you from banking by helping other local businesses 
with Voice SEO. 
 
We are always looking for ways to maximize the profits of our clients, so we 
decided to a step-by-step guide that will help you capitalize on the opportunities 
of using the VoiceRank360 Software platform to optimize websites for voice 
search. 

 



Making money with VoiceRank360 
 
Turning in the profits with VoiceRank360 is extremely easy as the software 
platform does all the heavy lifting for you. Don’t worry if you’re not adept enough 
to make the actual optimizations yourself - you can easily outsource the stuff 
that you don’t want to handle yourself and still make a profit. 
 
In what follows below, we are going to take you through 3 equally important 
steps that will allow you to create a steady stream of cash by placing 
VoiceRank360 at the forefront of your workflow. 
 
The process of making money with VoiceRank360 can be split into three main 
steps: 

● Step 1 - Finding Local businesses in need of voice SEO 

● Step 2 - Generating a complete Voice SEO Report using VoiceRank360 

● Step 3 - Doing the optimizations yourself or outsource  
 
As you can imagine, the specifics of each step are a little more complicated than 
this quick overview. But don’t worry, as we’ll walk you through the entire process. 
 
As a bonus, we are also going to discuss how to price your voice optimization 
services and how to create your own SEO package combos. 
 

Let’s begin! 

Step 1: Finding Local businesses that need Voice 
Optimization services 
 
This step should not be that hard since the vast majority of small & medium 
businesses are not even aware of Voice SEO.  
 
There are a couple of methods with which you can use to find local businesses 
that need voice SEO optimization services: 
 

● Method 1: Using Google Maps to find businesses for FREE 
● Method 2: Automate client finding & closing using LocalProfits360 

 
While Method 1 is completely FREE, it’s also potentially time-consuming if you’re 
looking to grow your customer base as quickly as possible. If you’re looking to 

 



automate the process of finding new clients as much as possible, you can follow 
Method 2 to use our special upgrade (LocalProfits360).  
 
Note: If you already own LocalProfits360, we recommend that you jump straight 
to Method 2 since it’s much more efficient. 
 

Method 1: Finding Local Businesses using Google Maps for 
FREE 
 
Google Maps is a wonderful tool that can be used to locate local businesses in 
your area in dire need of Voice SEO services. 
 
Using Google Maps as a prospecting tool for local businesses will not require you 
to posess any technical knowledge. But in order to make the whole process more 
intuitive, follow the steps down below: 
 

1.  Access Google Maps using this link (here). 
 

2. Use the search function to search for a local business niche followed by the 
area (keyword + city). 

 

 

https://localprofits360.com/
https://localprofits360.com/
https://www.google.com/maps/


3. Next, click on each business listing and fetch the business website from the 
Details section. 

 
4. Create a list with three columns with Google Sheets or similar software - 

one for the business name, one for the Website URL and one for the 
contact email. This will allow you to keep track of all your business 
prospects. 

 
5. Paste the name of the business and the website URL in the list that we just 

created. 
6. Rinse and repeat until you have enough local businesses from the same 

niche to get you started. A list of 10 should be a great starting point. 
  

 

 



Method 2: Automate Client Finding & Closing using 
LocalProfits360 
 
You can Grab Your LocalProfits360 Software License here:  
 
>> https://localprofits360.com/ 
 
If you already own LocalProfits360 or you’re looking to make the upgrade, let us 
demonstrate just how easy it is to automate the whole process of finding local 
businesses that you can pitch Voice SEO services to. 
 

1. Login to your LocalProfits360 account and click on Search Leads. 
2. Insert the keyword + city, set the location radius and hit the Search 

button. 

 
3. Wait until the list of leads is compiled. It might take over one minute. 
4. Once the leads are generated, you can save them for safekeeping by 

clicking on Add to campaign. This allows you to easily keep track of your 

 

https://localprofits360.com/


prospected leads. 

 
5. You can streamline the process even further by enabling the Only leads 

with websites toggle. 

 
6. Now you have a curated list of local businesses that you can pitch Voice 

SEO services to. 

Step 2: Analyze websites using VoiceRank360 
 
Now that you got your list of local businesses, you can start putting VoiceRank360 
to work.  
 
If you only plan on using VoiceRank360 to see which areas you need to improve in 
your website when it comes to VoiceSEO, that’s perfectly fine. You can follow the 
same instructions below. 
 
But this software is an absolute gold mine for people that make a living out of 
offering SEO services to local businesses. With this in mind, follow the instructions 

 



below to see how easy it is to analyze a website and generate an SEO Report with 
an overview of voice ranking factors that need to be optimized: 
 

1. Log into your VoiceRank360 account and click on Voice Report. 
2. Insert an URL with a business website that you previously fetched at Step 1 

and press Go to generate the report. 

 
3. Once the report has been generated, take a look at it and see if you spot 

any voice ranking factors that can be improved. You can click the “+” icon 
to get a nice overview of the things that you can do to improve each voice 
ranking. 

 
4. If you see room for optimization, go ahead and click the Download PDF 

button at the bottom of the screen. This way you can easily send it to the 

 



prospecting customer. 

 
5. Now take the time to analyze each website that you previously fetched at 

Step 1 and decide which businesses are worthy of your pitch. 
 

Step 3: Pitch Voice SEO services to prospected 
businesses & deliver the work 
 
Now that you have your prospects, it’s time to convince some local businesses to 
employ your SEO services. You might have noticed how we steered you towards 
targeting one niche at a time in Step 1. Well, there’s a reason for that. 
 
Once you get your first customer from a niche and optimize their website, the 
competition will come running towards your business. Why? Because you can 
pitch them your services by showing them their ranking metrics in comparison 
with a competition website that was already optimized for Voice SEO.  
 
When the business owner sees that the competition is already optimized for 
voice ranking and their business isn’t, you’re as good as hired for the job. 
 

 



PRO TIP: If you already brought the LocalProfits360 upgrade, you can contact 
businesses directly from the Leads page by clicking on Send email. You’ll then be 
able to choose from a list of templates that will make your job a whole lot easier. 

 
 
But before you go ahead and start contacting local businesses that you 
prospected, it’s important to create a definitive list with optimization services that 
you plan on delivering. Here are a few ideas of SEO services that you can pitch to 
your prospects: 
 

● Mobile-ready optimization 
● Backlink building 
● Optimization for local 
● Speed and cache optimization 
● HTTPS and SSL installation  
● FAQ section creation 
● Domain Authority optimization 
● Social Signals improvement 

 
By clicking the ‘+’ icon of each Voice Ranking factor in the generated report of 
VoiceRank360, the software will automatically recommend a series of 
optimizations that you will most likely be able to do yourself. 
 

 



 
 
But if some of the SEO services listed above are over your technical expertise, 
don’t worry about it. You can outsource all SEO services listed above for a penny 
on a dollar and still maintain a high-profit margin.  
 
Here’s a list with some of the best Fiverr vendors that you can use to outsource 
SEO services to: 
 

● Backlink building - 10 high authority backlinks for $5 
● Contextual backlink building - 50 contextual backlinks for $5 
● In-depth keyword research -  Finds the best keywords for a particular 

business niche for $5. 
● Wordpress or Shopify optimization - Speed and cache optimization 

starting with $5. 
● Guest posting on news website - Guest post on a viral website starting with 

$15. 
● Google My Business boost - Embedding GMB listing on 100 private Web2 

Blogs for $10. 
● Manual submission to niche directories - Adding a business to 15 niche 

directories manually for $10. 
● Business Online Reputation Management - Pushing down negative 

reviews & complains starting with $5. 

 

https://www.fiverr.com/ozzieuk/create-10-pandapenguin-and-hummingbird-safe-backlinks-from-pr9-authority-sites?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=3&ref_ctx_id=9e438174-4650-45e0-8014-c1933b2181e2&source=gallery-listing&funnel=e5a518b6-6abb-4458-a197-d24500055dd1
https://www.fiverr.com/alex_rumer/help-you-rank-higher-in-google-with-my-high-pr-seo-contextual-backlinks?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=2&ref_ctx_id=9e438174-4650-45e0-8014-c1933b2181e2&source=gallery-listing&funnel=e5a518b6-6abb-4458-a197-d24500055dd1
https://www.fiverr.com/spencer_/do-keyword-research-for-your-niche-or-business?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=14&ref_ctx_id=fa1d93ba-aca6-4f4d-8ea0-1486fdec298a&funnel=9808f5f5-21ea-4002-b927-2fb9a15c86c2
https://www.fiverr.com/shivammerothiya/speed-up-and-optimize-your-wordpress-or-shopify-website?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=36&ref_ctx_id=52782271-0454-4d88-80f1-a65e07f59be3&seller_online=true&source=gallery-listing&funnel=e6edb61b-3389-4ddd-9dd4-12e467c41ceb
https://www.fiverr.com/wowfollow/write-an-seo-keyword-rich-article-of-500-words?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=48&ref_ctx_id=06df9194-185e-406e-899a-99baa00bd9fd&funnel=ba80cd95-3e81-4731-ac9e-41f00e0d0d2c
https://www.fiverr.com/libero/embed-your-google-map-in-100-web2-sites?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=27&ref_ctx_id=da4b7af2-40ba-441c-be25-ca8b9d9a204b&funnel=3ec38ba8-7ffb-43be-a72a-d4281a39f3f7
https://www.fiverr.com/kalisekj/do-15-niche-directories-submissions-manually?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=30&ref_ctx_id=1e2a6ab1-b72c-41c7-8103-9b93d3a04385&source=gallery-listing&funnel=1baa7b44-6b69-4537-ba54-2b9884ddf052
https://www.fiverr.com/ameliathomas2/improve-your-online-reputation?context_referrer=subcategory_listing&context_type=rating&pckg_id=1&pos=4&ref_ctx_id=cc01eb9f-89b8-4e59-a02f-4d86a118cd2a&seller_online=true&funnel=2b7b1fb1-ba08-4a6e-9e17-c2e151a33a5d


 
 
Keep in mind that outsourcing is optional and you don’t have to stick to the 
vendors that we suggested. You can also deliver all the work yourself and keep 
100% of the earnings. However, you’ll eventually grow to the point where you will 
need to outsource in order to scale your business. 
 
Also, don’t forget to re-target your current or past customers and offer them an 
early bird to Voice SEO. 
 

Bonus Step: Create SEO Combo packages and offer 
them to prospecting clients 
 
Before we leave you to it, we wanted to discuss the best ways of pricing your 
Voice SEO services and the possibility of offering package combo to your 
prospects. 
 
Some of our customers are already banking big by bundling Voice SEO services 
with traditional SEO services via combo packages. With their permissions, we’ll 
share a few examples as well as some screenshots that we managed to dig up on 
Fiverr: 
 
 

Package Example 1:  
 

- Create 30 High-Quality Backlinks. 

 



- Create 40 Google Citations 
- Homepage optimization for voice search 
- GMB creation & optimization 
- FAQ section creation 

 
Price : $279 
 

 
 

Package Example 2:  
 

- 10 web pages optimization for Voice SEO (Homepage included) 
- Creation & optimization of business listings: GMB, Bing, Yelp, Facebook 

Places 
- 50 Google citations 
- 150 backlinks 
- Shopify optimization 

 
Price: $398 

 



 

 
 

Package Example 3: 
 

- 15 web pages optimization for Voice SEO (Homepage included) 
- HTTPS and SSL installation 
- Domain Authority optimization 
- FAQ section creation 
- 2 blog posts on high authority blogs 
- 35 high authority links 
- Creation & optimization of business listings: GMB, Bing, Yelp and Facebook 

Places. 
 

Price: $495 
 

 



 
 
Don’t take these combos as fixed references. Create your own SEO package by 
customizing it according to the services you offer and the client persona that 
you’re after. 
 

Wrap Up 
 
We really hope this guide helped you realize some of the money-making 
opportunities that come with VoiceRank360. If you are already using the software, 
feel free to reach us with any questions via email and we’ll be happy to help. 
 

Talk soon! 

 



 
 

 

 


